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TWISTING OF THIN-WALLED 00LUMHS PEE17ECTLY RESTRAINED

AT ONE END*

SUMMARY

proceeding from the basio assumptions of the Batho-
Bredt theory on twisting failure of thin-walled columns, .
the discrepancies most frequently encountered are analyzed.
A generalized approximate method Is suggested for the de-
termination of the disturbances in the stress condition of
the column, Induced by the constrained in one of
tho end sections. * J

INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the stresses Induced by the appli-
cation of a twisting moment in a structure consisting es-
sentially of thin-walled cylindrical t“ubing and of arbi-
trary straight section, Is generally carr5ed out with the
simple and easily applled formulas given In tho well-known
Batho-Bredt approximate theory.

The basic assumptions of this theory are as follows:

1.

2.

3.

The wall thickness of the tube Is thin enough to
render the variations in unit stress along the
perpendiculars to the walls negligible.

The shape of t~e straight section of the tube Is
preserved during the strain induced by the ay.
plicatlon of the twisting moment.

The sections of the tube including those at the
‘ end are so ro,strained as to offer no resist-r
ante to ~ the displacements of pohts
of the.tube in direction of the generating axes
of the cylindrical surface lmfng freely per-
mitted,

*nSulla Torslone di Tubi a Paroti Sottili Perfettamente In-
castrati ad una Estrem5ta.” LtAerotecnica, ~ol. XVII,
no. 10, Octobor 1937, pp.. 85O-86l.
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Whilo the first two assumptions may be held to be
confirmed with sufficient approximation in the majority
of practical cases, the third is far from it - at least
ono of tho end sections being #oinod to the other much
moro rigid structure or otherw~se restrained in such a may
that its mrinkling ia not permitted. The constrained
wrinkling in one of the end sections of the column obvi-
ously prod.ucos stresses in tho direction of tho gonorat-
ing axes of tho column, the values of which certainly
cancel in the free-ond section.

On structures whose form nould introduce considorablo
wrinkling, such as those with considerably elongated sec-
tions, the previously cited stresses may assume dangerous
proportions in certain points, especially if accompanied
by stresses due to other concomitant causes (bending, for
example).

Hence the inportaace, in certain cases, attaching to
the evaluation - ovon approximate - of the stresses in-
duced by constrained wrinkling in one of the end sections
of the structure. For convenience of treatment, i-t is ad-
mitted t~hat the stress conditions created when applying a
torque on a column with one end perfectly restrained, may
be considered as the sum of the etress condition as de-
fined by the Batho-Bredt theory and a secondary atreas
condition, mhlch nullify in the restrained section the “
wrinkling pertinent to the primary stress condition.

!llhosecondary unit stresses at any section of the
column must have zero resultant and zero resultant moment.

Accordipg to the Batho-Bredt approximate theory, uni-
tary parallel tengontial atressea exist in the plane of a
gonoric section of the column, normal to the generator,
in any part of the median contour of the section, and hav-
ing the value:

M
T (f)

‘G

where N is the applied torque, S the area enclosed by
the median contour of the section, and 8 the wall thick-
ness at the point in question.

It nhould be noted that the section shape has no ef-
fect on the value of .7. Thts, however, does not hold for
the displacement of the points of the column induced by
that stress condltlon.
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~rom the Batho-Bredt thsory, it is also seen that all
-. straight sect~ons of .the..coLumm.wrlnkle.equally, and turn,

with tho rotation of a rigid body, in relation to each
othor.

!l!hecoordinates of a point of the column wall .ares

The distance z from the plane of one of the end
sections which we suppose to be perpendicular to the gen-
erators of the walls:

!Che length s of the arc of the median contour of
the straight section to which the point In question be-
longs, contained between it and any generator assumed “as
origin.

TO simpllfy the writing of the formulas, thb unit
length i~ c~o~en so that the perimeter of the median con-
tour of the section of the column Is equal to 211.

Let w and t represent the components of tho dis-
placement of a generic point of tho wall with respect to
z and with respect to the tangent to the median contour
of tho straight section of the column at the point under
consideration, visualized in the position preceding the
application of torque.

Tho relation of gonoral character Is vorlfied in each
point:

(2)

whore G IS the modulus of tangential elasticity of tho
material. Let Q be tho angle through which a generic
section has rotated In relation to its initial position
under tho effect of the “Batho-Bredt stress condition; fur-
ther, lot r represent tho length of the segment con-
tained bo$weon a generic point of the wall and tho point
O about which the straight section of the column, to whtbh
tho considered point belongs, has rotated. Lastly, lot a
roprosont tho anglo formed by this segment with the tangent
to’th’o ribll at the point tn quostion-i- .

From what has alieady been said rogardlng tho naturo
of the strain Induced by tho stress condition, according
to ‘the Batho-Bredt theory, follows (fig. 1):
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where

.

(3)

(4)

as the cited theory stipulates.

By establishing in the plane of the straight section
of the column a system of orthogonal cartesian axes x;
y, and z, and assuming as positive direction on the arc
0, that which brings axis x on axis y, equation (3)
may be written In the form:

(3a)

whore a, b are the coordinates of O with respect to
the chosen reference.

The coordinates a, h cannot be determined on the
basis of the Batho-Bredt theory, inasmuch as this, as has
been shown, prescinds from the shape of the straight sec-
tion of the column, upon which a and b depend.

Tho position of point O, about which the section
in fact rotates, depends in roallty on the limiting con-
ditions which must comply with the condition of strain.

Those requirements of the Batho-Bredt approximate
theory are insufficient to determine the position of O.
For different positions of O, then, we can always ob-
tain the stress condition defined by that theory. From
among thOGS. any one may bo chosen, imposing on the strain
condition wholly arbitrary supplementary conditions which,
however, nust conform to the assumptions upon which the
above-nentioned theory i’s based. Thereupon also, essen-
tiall~ are based the various attempte made by several au-
thors to determine the center of twimt o“f columns In tor-
sion patterned after the Batho-Bredt nethod.

Here the supplementary conditions which are to satisfy
the principal condition of strain are prescribed by the
general consideration of the method adopted for the rep-
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presentation of the total stress condltlon;
/

a and b, how-,.,,
ever, as’sume values whichnn~li,fy-the components of the
resultant bending moment of the secondary stresses acting
along the coltinn generators which reflect the end section,
twisted under the effect of the Batho-Bredt stress condi-
tion, In the plane In which It Is restrained. . II

Suhstituting”the e~pres~fon supplied by equation (3a)
In equation (2), we hard: .

(5)

~whore is given In function of the known quantlty~sup-
da

plied by oquatlon (l), equation (4), and by the comformm-
tlon of the etraight section of the column aa R and

dy
z; ‘

mad from the coordinate a, b of the still unknown

point O,

Let us considor the roctugular flat plate of thick-
nogs 6, now nssumcd to bo constant, obtnlnod by cutting
the colamn wall along a generating axis mnd developed in
pluo ●

If tho maEIB forces nnd tho o~tornal pressures acting
on the ple.nes bounding the plate are everywhere zero, the
unit streGses Get up in the plate by an7 oysten of forces,
acting in Its median ~lane and however applied along its
edges, nay be expressed “in the following form (reference 1):

(6)

. . .
*U*S, CJz are the normal stresses In direction of axes s

and $s, and T* is the tangential stress (&es z, s
being disposed parallel to the edges of the plate of length
2Tr and t, respectively, and corresponding to the devel-”
opment of ,the median contour of one of the end sections of

— _ . ___ -_ ._ .._
J—._ — —.— .-.. ___
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the column and to the section separated
ing axts e = O).

Eo. 854

ctlqng the generat-

If the condition Is Imposed which must be: .

a*8 (0,=) = cr*8(2n,li)

(J*%(O,z) = u= (m,%)
1 (7)

T* (0,7Z) = T (2TT,E)
J

where E is*any value of z between O and ~, the
functions ~= (s;=). a“z (s,=), T* (s,%) can be expanded
in Fourier series.

We cu. for example, express U; (s,%) in the form
“ of

where the values of the coefficients & (Z) and % (%)

depend on the value 3?. Then the whole plate can be ex-=
pressed ns:

cr*z(a,z) = ~n.& (z) sin ns + Bn (z) cos ns (9)

with ~n, Bn aO functions of z.

Tho last expression tmico intcgratod with respect to
s gives :

Ir(s,z) = -* cosnssO(z)+W(z)+Xn(- ~sinns n
)
(lo)

0 and $ both being functiono of z only.

Substituting this lmst expression in tho first and
third OS oquntion (6), wo obtain:

* (%- x
*a =s@’’+$f’’+zn -

n~
sin ns - cos ns)

n /

\ (11)

(

An t
=@’+xn .—

B!
T* cos ns + * sin ns

n )J

I
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The funetlon &~(D,%) must ho poriodlc with r8SpOOt tO

mhatgvor the valua of = s..w.- “ “-%=s: ‘+- ‘“ ‘“ ‘“”- ‘-”
yhenoo e,quati,op-(,11) af-----.

@(Z) =H!Z.+K (12)

whoro H and k are oonstants.

I%nation 3’(s,8) obviously satisfies (Maxwollfs)
dlfforonticd equation:

4 4 .

3+2*=~+a o
a04aa4 aea 3=9 .

(13)

ohtaina.%lo from the consldoration of tho equilibrium of an
element dS dz of the plate.

Substituting the values derived from equation (10) in
this last equation affords:

$lV(Z)+Xn [(
2~ n

*IV
.—.~.na~

n“ )
sin ns +

Iv
+ (2Bnll . ~ . n“ Bn

ns )
cos ns

1
= o (14)

this equatio~ being satisfied for any value of e, should
have at the came time for any value of n (whole ) and z:

/v=o

(15)

!Che general integrals of this dtfforentlal equation
are:

4= (~- + &z) oosh n% + (~n + ?ln z) sinh nz
}

(16)

%= (Qn + Xnz) cbsh nz + (Yn + Wn Z) slnh nz J

I . . —
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whero the quantities M, N, p. QS %, &3 ~n~ ~n~ ~t %;
Yns Wn aro constants and depend upon the limitlng condition

which must satiafy the stress and strain condition of the
plate.

SuclI conditions are:

u; (s,0) = o

forz=O

}

(17)
T* (s,0) = O

t* (S,z) = o

W* (s,2) = - w(i)

for z = 1 ) (18)

w(s) being dofinod by equation (5), oxcopt that one con-
stant which is unimportant need not bo detorminod.

li’romtho first condition of equation (17) by virtuo
of (9) and (16) follows:

}

%=0 “
Qn=o

(19)

and from tho second while kooping in mind the second of
equr.tlons (11), (12!, (16), and (9):

H =0 )

“Yn =.+ J
From tho ~enoral relation:

at 1 ( ~z

ii ‘ii”~-; )

(20)

(21)

(1? L. Young~s modulus, m = Poissonts ratio) and from tho

first condition of oquntion (1S) evaluated as hofore from
the expressions u*s and a*% supplied by equation (9)

and from the first of equation (11), we obtain, while al-

1
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lowing for (16), (9) and (20):

. .
.... . . ....,. . ....

}

~.-.=,= ~“~ .. - -.

B~ ‘~~n

x~ =~wn “

Hence,

,Na.-.854 9

.. .
,“.-

(22)

(23)

a quantity easily determined.

Deducing equation (2) with respect to s, an~ then
substituting the second complex derivative of t supplled
by means of the derivation relative to = of equation (21),
the formula assumes the general character of

*W la7” I a~zlmJ+_—“—= -—. - (24)
aSa G aO E az Em ~z

Substituting in this last relatlon the values obtained
for z = 1, deriving the ratio of z (equation 9), the
first part of equation (11), and the second part of equa-
tion (11) with respect to s, aad utilizing the conditions
imposed by the seoond of. equation (18) the coefficients
~no ~n - and consequently, with equations (20) and (22) -
“the values of the coefficients %. Xns In. ad Yn C= be
determined.

Carrying out the operations indicated above and de-
veloping equation (5) in l’ourior series, putting .

“(lYn~+ Vn” a + Vnff’ b) cos n S (25)

we find:

. .

I — - . . . . ___ . . .
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M =0
.

+ (Unt + Vnn 8 + Vnttl b)
~n = m

*n

- (ll#+l#a+ ~?’f h)
xn=— —.—

Tn }

where

Tn=~ [(
Rnt~~_3+5m+3 ——

m )
sinh n Z +

mn

(26)

(3m+3z+2Rn+
m -ii-) 1cosh n t (27)

It is readily seen that the stress condition In the
flat plate thus defined differs very little from the sec-
ondary stress condition in the column.

The limitfng conditions manifestly coincide, so that
they are assigned to the state of stress of the plate rel-
ative to the stress condition of the column,

sow consider a distance (or length) of the cylindri-
cal wall of thd column of depth dz and length so; c (s)

denoting the angle of the tangent to the median contour of
the straight section of the column at any point of the arc
considered and the normal to it at the origin of this arc,
tho expression of the equilibrium of displacement accord-
ing to this last direction of the path of tho previously .
defined cylindrical wall, and assumedly constant thickness .

8:

‘o

(T: 6 COS dSo) dz = 6
“f

~T*

z
COS C(S) ds dz (28)

o

If, in thts relation for as and 7* the values given

in equation (6) for the flat plcite are substituted, we
will have after dividing both terms by dz:

‘o
~ a=F

J

‘a &F--- Cos C(80) = 6 — COS C(S) ds (29)
az= asaza;
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which, in reality, is idontlcal with
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However,. having disregarded in equation (29) the term

f

‘aar d~
J

‘“ CF=6
8 — — sin c ds =

aza M p(s)
o 0

who ro p(s) Is the radius of curvature
wall , tho approximation of equation (29
er aa the moan valuo of the ratio 8/p

sin c ds (m)

of tho cylindrical
) is so much great-
10 less.

In practice this ratio iEI gonorally quite small, hence
the error committed by substituting for the secondary
stress condition producod in the oolumn wall as the result
of rostrai.ned wrinkling in one of the end sections, the
covrosnonding stress condition of tho flat plate, is prac-
ticall~ negligible.

The stress condition of the mlumn IS given throu h
equations (9), (11), (16), (19), (20), (22), (23), (26?,
and (27) in function of the known quantity and of the
still unknown coordinates Q, l) of o.

Tilelast Values can be determined by evaluating the
condition which stipulates that the result~ti bending mo-
ment of u; acting on the restrained section must be zero.

Taking into consideration the relations (9),
(19), (20), (22), and (26), this condition can be
in tho form:

(16),
expressed

L“ —---

.

---- ..- -. —_
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an

f
x~n V= (~) r(~f+ ~“ a+ %111 b)

o
- (Un! + ~il a+ Vnlll b)

an

f
Y~nvn (1) [(~J+ ~na+~ffl b)

o
- (V=! + Vnll a+ V#’i b)

where

“No. 854.

Cos ns -

sin ns] as

1

/

(32)

Cos ns -

sin ns] ds

From equation (32 ) we can noy deduce the ~aluen a, b
of the coordinates of 0, and so determine the secondary
condition of stress of the column.

Summing up , having obtained the values a, b from
“ equation (32) , and

Pn =

‘n =

posting

f+vlla+vll?b
Vn n n.— -

Tn J

(34)

the final expressions of the stresses existing in the col-
umn can be written as follows:

----- ... . . . .
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. . *e. - ~,.
.- . .- .-. . —- -.

[

v= ~ z oosh nz + (,. $) sinh an
1

sill nO

d=w%[(:+%l+-+
(>+ 5) s~nh n.] sin n. + ~[(~ + = .) oosh n.+ .

e+ ‘) S’nh n’] ‘Os ‘s. ~

..

MT=–=-+T*=-~—-. znI?n
2s/3 2s6 [

z cosh nz +

+
( J
Rn z + ~ sinh n~

1
cos ns + ~ rz cosh nz +

L

(+“Rnz+2
)

slnh nz
n 1

sin 3s (35)

where the quantities ~. vn, -d Rn are given In equa-

tions (34) and (23).

So far, the thickness 8 has been assumed constant
but by may of approximation the obtained findings may be
extended to Inolude the ease of. variable 8.

Equations (6) and (13), which are the basis of the
treatment, oan be derived from the relations expressing
the equilibrium of dlsp~aoement accardlng to s and t’o
B of ~ plate element 6 da dz, by substitution for the
olenentary stresses acting on each surface 8 da, 8 dz
of tho aloment In question, the corresponding resultants, “
and that is legitimate if the latter lie in tho median “
piano *of tho pl.mte. It is equivalent to considering u~,
U*z, T .as stresses appl~ed to..~apyllpear element of the

surface-

Horrever, if 8 varies so that the resultant of the
stresses acting on each element 8 da, 8 dz always lies
in the median plane of tho plate, and if the effect of the

—

i .— .— —_
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unit stresses acting perpendicularly to the latter can al;
ways be kept negligible, the equations for the equilibrium
of displacement of plate element as, a% may still be
written in the same form as for the

7
late of constant

thickness, and equations (6) and (13 can be made to retain
their validity - it hoing~ of courso, understood in that
caso that U:, U;, and T aro stresses acting on olomont

8 as mdi5d53, respeot lvely.

EXAMPLE

Consider a cylindrical tube having a straight section
as in.figure 2; the unit length is chosen so that the perim-
eter of the section is 2m. The wall thickness 6 is oon-
stant. The length of the tube is ~ = 16.

In the pl~e of the section a system of orthogonal car-
tesfmi a,xes is established mhorein axis x is the tangent
to the milian contour of the section In one of the points
where it intersects the axis of symmetry, axis y being
coincident with it (fig. 2).

For evident reasons of symmetry in points symmetrical
with respect to y, the displacomonts ma secondary stress-

es assumo opposito values= It suffices therefore to ana-
lYZO only the behavior of ono-half of
ample, that for which x > 0.

Introducing in equations (1) and
tive to the present example, we have:

the section; for ox-

(4), the values rela-

M
T = 0.19296 ~

. .

ae M
ii-ii= 0“23395 G-T

The section being symmetrical, it must be that a = O:

Ji: fmpplied by equation (5), may be written:

dw . awl + ~ ~
~; as af3

awl dw~
The appended table I lists the values of ~ ~

along with those of the coordinates x, y of the mediexa
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dxdy
contour and of — —. . da d.fl

relative to the particular half of

the,.aaetion,..ln funotion -of s. ..

. In order to quickly deter~ine the values of the coof-

fiaients ~~, ~n, ~’”, Vnf, VnH, vn~” , the method of

Runge and”l!hde (Cf. G. ‘Casslnio, Calcoli numertcl grafici
mecca,n~cl.. .Cap. XIV) is applied:” “

Denoting with S1, Sn: D!, DH the sums and the dlf-

dw 1 dmaferences of the values of — —
d~

in points symmetrical
‘ ds

with recpect to y, we have:

Dh~ = D:lll= O for any h by reasons of symnetry, and

since, :*.ussen, a = O, we have :

II
‘n = Pnt = ~“ = ~’” = O

for any value of n.

Tho execution of the calculation gives:

~o?.!i~= + 0.00233 ..... V.III f38
g

= + 0.00088. ..,.
~

VI’ ~~ = + 0.17111 ..... nlq=
g VI g

- 0.27625 .....
. .

, G5 = + 0.07340s .... 1~1 # =
‘a ‘g- ‘s - 0.00878 . . . . .

-.

l~&=
V3 ~ - 0.02252 . . . . . IJ3

1“ y = + 0.05433 ..*m*

. . .- . .
I Gtj

V4—= - 0.03663 . . . . . l%’” G8
J!!

— = + o.oo993 .....m
y_

V51 G# . - 0.01159 ..... III ~
V5 = - 0.01453,..0.

——-— —.—
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vfJ ‘ G8
~

= + 0.00564 ..... V6’” w = + 0 .00089 .....
~

V7’ ~~ = + 0.00803 ..... v; Ill Gf = + 0 .00230, ....
g

Vel GJ = + 0.00349 ..... Va ‘“ ~= - 0,00292 .....
B g

The values of the quantities Rn, Tn. and Vn are de-

termined by-means of equations (23), (27), and (33), put-
ting m = 3.3 mhi~, together with the first part of
equ~tion (32), give:

l) = 0.62031

Next, hy means of equati.on X(35), we obtain the fol-
lowing vnlues of the stresses az, ?* for tho restrained

section (s = 16): (See ta%le II.)

17e rlsh to thank Professor E. Pistolesi for the useful
advice hc has given turihg the working-up of this report.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Cormittee
for Aeronautics.
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TABLEI r
I

I

I

1

I

o I+0.39270o 0
!-1.OQOOO +1O!JOWO

.
0

I
o

+.19296

I

+.19296

-.23395
I
.-.23395

TI

T

‘o.78540
0
‘1.00P0O

o

+.19296

-.23395

+1.13563
+.15205

+.69284

+ .73C55

+.02315

-.15975

TI
z

+1.26376
+ .51173

-.06743

+ .99783

-.11013

+.01578

TABLE II

a dQ-
0 It-0.014(20.03087

-0.ooml II-.oo719 -.00264

317Tr

+

I
-C.02781+0.00801

I+.00635 +.01.254

I

5Tr
F

“1.08812
+.85038

-.77384

+.63192

-.12186

+.18104

m
4

to.75844
+1.0S76

-.88776

+.44046

-.loe62

+.21003

I71T : ~ :
T

K).38929 0
-1.19522+1.23980

-.97411-1,00000

I+.22~8 O

-.l(XIOII-.09709‘

I+.22789+ .23395!

51-fI m
I

7m I
TIT Tln

I t I

I I 1+0.02577+0.02347to.o1403-o

Theee are the maximum values verified on the column; stresses U*Z and T* disappear

very rapidly from the point of fhat Ion touard the free end.
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Figure 2.
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